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Developments since December 2015

DINA-Web architectural overview and development roadmap

Many of the components of DINA-Web are now available on GitHub, where Travis CI builds them into
versioned releases. Higher level systems integration components are then using these artifacts to build docker
images that can be shipped and deployed quickly. This is getting close to being able to continously deliver
the system but some steps are still manual and the team needs to learn more until an appropriate level for
continuous integrations can be reached.

Some components are becoming available at Docker Hub and include the Collections API, the Collections UI,
a Collections Search module and a single-sign on user management module.

The new Collections Manager UI is web-friendly and consumes data which is delivered through the Collections
REST API v0 which exposes the information model curently implemented as the Specify 6/7 database
schema.

Next steps planned to be discussed in the Berlin workshop in June include the best way to evolve the
information model into v1. A high level overview is available. A first proof of concept for the “Complex
Collections Objects” data model is available here.

Progress reports since last ISC meeting from partners

Falko reports from GER:

Since our employee left who was in charge with the data integration in Specify 6, we could hire a
database administrator since 1st May. So, now we are able to push things forward again.

From another project (GFBio; www.gfbio.org) we will able to allocate a few time resources for
our semantic web / RDF efforts and our approach on stable URIs as identifiers for digital and
physical collection objects. Hopefully, this will be a benefit for the DINA system. But as resources
were (and still are) limited, unfortunately there were no direct contributions to the DINA efforts
and developments since the last 6 months.

Kessy reports from EST:

Tartu team has improved the stand-alone version of PlutoF taxonomy module by 1) writing
CSV import script and its improvements to solve different issues raised when applied to Dyntaxa
data, and 2) enabling the use of environment specific settings files to allow faster upload of large
datasets using the CSV import tool.
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https://hub.docker.com/search/?isAutomated=0&isOfficial=0&page=1&pullCount=0&q=dina&starCount=0
https://github.com/DINA-Web/information-model/blob/master/DINA_Web_CollMan_FS1.pdf
https://github.com/dina-web/dw-cco


Satpal reports from CAN:

Since Nov 2015 the team at Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC) have completed a number
of high priority deliverables for the DINA consortium. The DINA compliant RESTFul Web
Service API including documentation has been completed for Sequence Database (SeqDB). We
have also completed the Genotyping tracking feature in collaboration with the Sequencing lab
at NRM. The SeqDB Vagrant repository has been made accessible to project participants and
has demonstrated its ability to easily spin up an instance of SeqDB for testing. This Vagrant
repository was then used as the basis for the SeqDB Docker container being developed by the
NRM group.

Markus reports from SWE:

Since December last year this overview has progressed http://blog.dina-web.net/progress/ and needs updating.
Several bi- or triweekly TC meetings have occurred and these meetings have focused on various integration
issues and also on discussing and reporting progress in terms of contributions to repositories @ GitHub/DINA-
Web.

To sum up, more good progress has been made with packaging modules for micro-services architectural
pattern but API blueprint discussions would benefit from being ramped up.

During the spring and summer, before the June workshop, we hope to release more components on GitHub
and make sure all components comply to various DINA guidelines. For example, data services should have
versioned and documented APIs, all components need build with Travis CI and pass quality assurance.

During the spring and summer, QA guidelines - ie guidelines recommending an agreed upon set of tools
for assessing security, accessibility and performance under heavy load - should be established and used on
existing components. Integration projects should be provided for all components, using docker, which enables
packaging of components along with data in a portable fashion.

• A couple of development sprints for the Collections Manager UI have so far resulted in https://beta-cm.
dina-web.net, which provides a preview of the web-based Collections Manager UI, feeding of data
from the Collections REST API, where this data is taken from the production database and processed
(renonymized, trimmed, sanitized using blacklist of redlisted species etc) using DINA batch IO CLI
tools.

• Progress has been made on how to provide SSL-termination for various components as well as manage
the names under which these services can be found, using nginx reverse proxy

• A portable dockerized component to provide email functionality to system components have been used
in production settings with good results so far, “docker email” or dmail

• The PlutoF Classifications module has been dockerized and can be populated from data in CSV format.
• seqdb is being rolled out in Stockholm. . . and has been dockerized by Ingimar who is working with

users, evaluating the roll-out.
• Several DINA-Web modules are now available from Docker Hub and can be delivered immediate through

“docker pull”
• Guidelines have been updated with Release and QA guidelines.
• These system integration task have progressed most of them are now in place and being used http:

//blog.dina-web.net/2015/11/pinatas.html

Challenges

Licensing issues

The licensing situation for some components is still unclear in some cases. For example, the source code for
seqdb has not yet been provided under a free and open-source software license that is publicly available. Also,
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http://blog.dina-web.net/progress/
https://beta-cm.dina-web.net
https://beta-cm.dina-web.net
https://github.com/DINA-Web/collections-ui
https://github.com/DINA-Web/dw-collections
https://github.com/DINA-Web/dw-cli-tools
https://github.com/DINA-Web/dw-cli-tools
https://github.com/DINA-Web/dw-proxy
https://github.com/DINA-Web/dw-dmail
https://github.com/DINA-Web/dw-classifications
http://blog.dina-web.net/2015/11/pinatas.html
http://blog.dina-web.net/2015/11/pinatas.html


the plutof-taxonomy-module is rumoured to have been forked and that new work from the EST team on the
module is not available under open-source license terms.

Staff

Carl has been working on the Collections Manager UI and the end of this contract approaches. We are happy
with his contributions.

Compliance with Guidelines

We need to ramp up QA work even further to ensure good performance and high quality across the board of
various components in DINA-Web.

The first priority is that all APIs need to have up-to-date documentation and versioning and be properly
load tested as well as tested for security and accessibility. GUIs are important too, of course.

Meetings and workshops

• A workshop exploring intended use of dw-classifications in DINA-Web was held in the 4th of April
• A workshop was announced in EUBON and held at end of April in Stockholm, the theme was Systems

Integration using Dockerization of DINA-Web components, organized by EUBON but involving several
DINA partners, mostly system developers and devops focus.

• A workshop is announced to be held during June in Berlin, where the focus will be DINA collaboration
and where Matt from British Museum expressed interest in understanding more about integration
capabilities of the DINA-Web components and may attend the June workshop
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